
Remote Power Systems

Power where you need it.®

http://www.genthermglobalpower.com/


Gentherm Global Power Technologies (GPT) is the world 
leader in remote power systems. As a vertically integrated 
manufacturer, GPT has been providing reliable solutions for 
companies with critical applications in remote locations since 
1975. Our team has successfully delivered over 25,000 remote 
power systems into 55 countries.

GlobalSolarHybrid™ is a high-grade PV system backed by an ultra-
reliable thermoelectric generator. The combination has created a 
remote prime power solution that is both reliable and respectful of the 
environment. The GlobalSolarHybrid™ can have lower initial costs than 
solar-only systems, and lower operating costs than fuel-based systems. 

The Best of Both Worlds

GlobalSolarHybrid™ allows customers to have peace of mind about 
their investment in photovoltaic systems by converting them from 
‘hope for the best’ designs, to systems that are engineered to work. 
GlobalSolarHybrid™ systems enable companies to capitalize on all of 
the benefits of solar energy without sacrificing reliability. They minimize 
fuel consumption and reduce the need for 
unplanned maintenance visits.

GlobalSolarHybrid™ is ideal when:

•  Solar is an attractive option but high reliability 
is required

• Where solar conditions are not well known
• Fuel consumption must be minimized
• Only liquid fuel is available
• Long intervals are desired between site visits
• Load ranges up to 150W

Common Applications
    GlobalSolarHybrid™ is most popular with: 

• Telecom service providers for small remote repeaters
• SCADA systems of all types
• Pipeline or wellhead automation and monitoring
• Security and surveillance applications

GlobalSolarHybrid™

Key Benefits
1.  Reduced initial cost 

2.  Increased reliability 

3.    Lower operating costs  
than fuel based systems

4.    Reduced overall 
maintenance

5.   Environmentally sensitive

6.    Can be created out of  
an existing PV system

Power Fact
A GlobalSolarHybrid™  
extends minor 
maintenance intervals 
to one year.

http://www.genthermglobalpower.com/


Finding the Right Model for Your Location

GlobalSolarHybrid™ has two standard configurations; the 2000 series designed for 
average solar radiation levels greater than 4 peak-sun hours a day, and the 3000 
series for areas with 3 to 4 peak-sun hours a day. 

Customer Success Story: Suncor Energy
The Situation
Suncor Energy Inc. is an integrated energy company developing one of the world’s largest 
petroleum reserves – the Athabasca oil sands in northern Alberta, Canada. The company 
also develops and produces natural gas resources and refines crude oil to market a range of 
petroleum and petrochemical products, primarily under the Sunoco brand.

Suncor’s natural gas business has a facility called the Simonette Gas Plant; because its primary 
function is to manage and process sour gas, stringent requirements are in place to shut down 
the incoming pipeline in the event of a safety concern. This pipeline runs beyond power lines, 
so remote power solutions are required to monitor and control the Emergency Shut Down 
(ESD) systems.

The Challenge
Suncor originally considered Thermoelectric Generators (TEGs) to power the pipeline ESD 
sites; photovoltaics however, were preferred because of their minimal environmental footprint 
and lower capital cost for small electrical loads. Unfortunately, with the narrow, heavily treed 
pipeline corridor the photovoltaic system was unreliable – especially in winter months. This 
posed a significant problem for Suncor, as an ESD shutdown could cost the company hundreds 
of thousands of dollars in lost production; furthermore, in the event of power loss, safety could 
be compromised as the controlled ESDs could not be remotely accessed through the SCADA 
system. The potential savings from photovoltaics was only $1,500.00 per site.

Operating under a temporary basis, Suncor was under time pressure to find a long-term 
solution with greater reliability. GPT was asked to develop a reliable remote power solution for 
this critical application.

GPT’s Solution
GPT’s model 5030 TEG produces 21W of continuous, regulated DC power as long as there is a 
supply of fuel. This was easy to secure as each Suncor site had a supply of clean, sweet gas used 
to power and control instrumentation. The TEG was connected to the battery terminals of the 
existing solar system.  Since both solar and TEGs have output blocking diodes, extra wiring was 
not required.

Timing
Suncor  started to experience solar system failure when the sun was at its lowest on December 
21st. GPT was able to provide seven small TEGs within two weeks of the order.

Results
Since the installation of the TEGs, the system has worked flawlessly. To ensure reliable 
operation, Suncor subsequently decided to install TEGs at all eight ESD locations. The 
potential loss of production and safety concerns far outweighed the cost to retrofit the sites.

Power Fact
The typical reduction in  
solar array costs (30%)  
and batteries (50%)  
covers the capital for the 
backup generator.



Designed to Work  
Regardless of the Weather
Solar Hybrid System Example

A GlobalSolarHybrid™ is sized for the load so that in an average year it will 
serve as expected but rely less on panels and batteries as a TEG is always 
available as backup. As fuel consumption can vary widely from year to 
year, an intelligent fuel storage and transfer system makes refueling easy. 
And depending on site location, access, and load size, the mix of solar and 
generator capacity is optimized for the lowest overall life cycle cost, including 
some cases where the TEG is sized for full load coverage.

Convert Your Existing Photovoltaic 
System to a Working SolarHybrid.
If your company has a solar system but it fails to provide what your  
equipment needs, GPT  can convert it to a GlobalSolarHybrid™ system 
using propane-fired TEGs. The additional support will eliminate 
interruptions and unplanned maintenance visits. Just about any 
existing solar system can be converted to GlobalSolarHybrid™ with 
ease. For more information on options for your company speak to a 
GPT representative.

Power Fact
A GlobalSolarHybrid™ is 
environmentally friendly 
because of its minimal fuel 
usage, its reduced PV array 
size, and its extension of 
solar battery life.  

A GlobalSolarHybrid™ used  
on a natural gas pipeline  
to provide power for SCADA 
systems in Texas, USA.
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How does it work?
GlobalSolarHybrid™ uses complementary generating 
sources and a proprietary controller to maintain a preset 
minimum charge on the system battery at all times. 

The first priority is given to solar charging but the system is 
always backed up with the fuel-based generator. During peak 
seasons and excellent solar years, fuel consumption is very 
low. During off-peak seasons or in average to low solar years, 
the genset will run more frequently but still allowing the 
solar system to charge as much as it can. This arrangement 
results in:

• Reduced solar panels

• Reduced investment in batteries

• Longer battery life

• Less on-site fuel vs. a conventional fuel-based system

• No more than once-per-year maintenance visits

The GlobalSolarHybrid™ system can be monitored remotely 
to ensure proper operation. They can be configured as an 
outdoor stand-alone configuration with common or separate 
mounting hardware, or with an enclosure that uses waste 
heat from the generator to regulate temperature.

For all system components, GPT uses high quality industrial 
equipment designed for long-term use. 

Standard GlobalSolarHybrid™ systems include:

• Trusted brand name solar panels

• Brand name voltage regulator

• GlobalSolarHybrid™ controller

• High quality gel lead acid VRLA batteries 

• Thermoelectric generator

• Optimized fuel storage and transfer system

• DC output in 12V or 24V

• All stands, mounts, and enclosures

Options include:

•  Enclosed systems with waste heat recovery  
and automatic environmental control for  
customer equipment

• Remote monitoring capability 

• Custom and multiple DC voltages

• AC supply

• Auxiliary charging sources (e.g. wind)

• Active air conditioning (DC or AC)

• Custom containers

• Automatic security detection and monitoring

• A custom system designed to customer requirement

100W, Model 2100 GlobalSolarHybrid™ System 



Gentherm Global Power Technologies 

(GPT*)  

is leading the world in remote power. 

Contact us to discuss your unique remote 

power needs:

Gentherm Global Power Technologies  
Head Office 
16, 7875 - 57 Street S.E. 
Calgary, Ab, T2C 5K7                                   

Phone: (403) 236-5556 

Gentherm Global Power Technologies 

US Office 
8505 Technology Forest Place, 
Bldg 903 Woodlands Cluster                                               
The Woodlands, TX 77381
Toll Free: 1-800-848-4113 

www.GenthermGlobalPower.com

*GPT Formerly Global 
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